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1985 Homecoming weekend

to feature play, alumni show
The theme for this year's University
Homecoming has been designated as "A
Musical Weekend," and highlights of the
weekend Will include performances of the
popular musical "The Music Man" and an
alumni variety show featuring Slater,
Wells and Co.
The Homecoming festivities began this
morning with the crowning of junior
Sh~ryl Latimore as Homecoming queen
during :Chapel. Her attendants are junior
Sandy Garner and senior Kellee Citty.
Class representatives are senior Angela
McDonough, junior Jeannie Shipp,
sophomore Evie Green and freshman
Courtney Cheyne.
SEE RELATED STORIES
PAGES4,12,13

Queenly Quest

Courtesy of Publicity Office

Reigning as the 1985 Homecoming queen is Sheryl· Latimore (left), a junior
from Memphis. Her attendants are Sandra Garner (center), a junior from
Greenville, Ill., and Kellee Citty, a senior from Searcy.

Two alumni classes will be honored, the
-eilla&-of -1911&-.en its 50th .anniversary and
the class of 1960 for its 25th annual
celebratiori. Alumni and visftor
registration tables will open at 1 p.m.
today in the lobby of the American
Heritage Building.
Meredith Wilson's "The Music Man,"
·this year's Homecoming musical, will be
presented at 8:15 p.m. today and
tomorrow in the 'Benson Auditorium.
Leading characters are Brad Car1er as
Professor Harold Hill, Lisa Lemmon as
Mariann Paroo, Lyntte Roby as Mrs.
Paroo, Jay Walls as Marcellus and John
Richard Duke as Winthrop.
The Alumni Variety Show, sponsored by
the Levi's 501 Blues Crew and scheduled
for 8:30 Saturday night in the Ad-

HOMECOMING WEEKEND
TODAY

1 p.m. - Registration, American
Heritage lobby
6 p.m. -Black and Gold Banquet,
American Heritage Cafeteria

8:15 p.m. - "The Music Man,"
Homecoming Musical, Benson
Auditorium
TOMORROW

8 a.rq. - Bison Stampede (2-Mile
Fun Run, lOK Run, 20K Bicycle
Race), American Heritage Center
10 a.m. - Social Club Reunions
11:30 a.m. - Belles and Beaux,
Benson Auditorium·
2:45p.m.- Bison Football Game,
Alumni Field
3 p.m. - Searcy Steel Soccer
Game, Soccer Field behind New
Gym
3 p.m. - Morrilton Alumni
Reception, Olen Hendrix Reception
Room
8:15 p.m. - "The . Music Man,"
Benson Auditorium
S:~Op.m . - Alumni Variety Show,
Administration Auditorium

(See HOMECOMING, page 15)

Prime minister presents Belize to Harding crowd
by Alice Mankin
Bison staff writer

The American Heritage Auditorium was
overcrowded Monday night as the prime
minister of Belize, Manuel Esquivel, spoke
about his country's demographic and
economic status. Among those present
were around 30 native Belizeans, nine of
whom were Harding students.
Esquivel's main topic was demographic
information about his country. Located
between Mexico and Guatemala on the
Bay of Honduras, Belize became a British
colony in the 19th century. Before then
Belize was occupied by the English
seeking refuge from the Spanish.
Formally called British Honduras,
Esquivel explained that this year, Belize
celebrated its fourth anniversary of independence from Great Britain. Esquivel
said that, although Belize is now an independent state, it is still amicable with
Great Britain as seen by the recent visit of
Queen Elizabeth to their country.
Ute people in Belize speak both English
and Spanish. The country has the same

land size as Massachusetts and has a
population of around 160,000.
Esquivel said that the present government $tresses an economic policy aimed
toward increasing industry, both in
agriculture and tourism. Concerning the
hopeful increase of Belize's buying power,
Esquivel said, "The more we succeed, the
more you succeed." However, Esquivel
also said, "It is not just a problem of
economics, but rather whose philosophy
will survive- Thomas Jefferson's or Karl
Marx's."
Focusing internally, Esquivel said that
the country faces threats of serious ethnic
conflicts due to the high influx of refugees.
"Since Belize is a parliamentary
democracy, many people seek refuge in
our country," Esquivel said.
Another longstanding conflict Belize
faces is its relationship with Guatemala.
Belize claims its· indewndence while
Guatemala claims it inherited Belize from
the Spanish Empire centuries ago. "We
consider the security of our homeland as
our highest foreign policy," Esquivel said.

Another serious problem noted by
Esquivel is the large amount of drug
trafficking in Belize. Esquivel said earlier
in a press conference, ''Only now are the
United Stat~ and some of the European
nations recognizing the need for international efforts to deal wil:b the
situation. The people in the drug trade
represent an international corporate effort." Already 80,000 marijuana plants and
700 pounds of marijuana have been
destroyed since the new administration
took. over 10 months ago.
Esquivel closed by invitjng the audience
to come to visit Belize. "Belize offers the
typical Carribean beach but we offer
more," Esquivel said. The world's second
largest barrier reef, jungles, and a jaguar
reserve are just a few attractions that
Esquivel mentioned. ·
During the question and answer pe.riod
at the end, Esquivel mentioned that Belize
was almost exclusively agdcultural with
sugar as its main export.
Esquivel also said that U.S. aid to the
contras in Nicaragua woUld not help end

the Central American conflict, and he said
he wishes "the U.S. would decrease the
aid."
When asked if the British troops on
Belizean soil caused problems, Esquivel
replied, ''They are welcomed by all."
Esquivel later added that Belize was
founded with a religious base and religion
still plays a vital role in the educational
process of Belize. All of the elementary
schools are .operated by va~ious
denominational churches with the
government paying the teachers' salaries.
Esquivel was to leave Searcy and fly to
Houston on Tuesday afternoon, but before
he left, he spoke to the student body in
chapel.
His main concern there was "striving
for unity among nations without
demanding uniformity." Esquivel, for an
example, said that ijlere are many
students at Harding from different
backgrounds and c.ountrles, and; although
we don't have total uniformity, we. still
have unity;
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National writing week
a necessary remi"nder
While standing in the Searcy post office last week,
waiting for Karen Roseberry to mail a package for the
Petit Jean, I noticed a poster on the wall, a rather nice
poster with a pastel patchwork countryside, advertising National Card and Letter Writing Week,
Nov. 3-9.
Pretty stupid poster, I thought to myself. Or at least
a not-so-subtle ploy for more business next week.
But later I thought about it again. Actually, I mean
I thought about all the people I need to write. The
poster made me think about them.
When's the last time I wrote my parents? The tirst
week of school? Midterm grades come out soon.
Wouldn't it be awfully convenient for Mom and Dad
to find a nice letter from little Joe Bob off at school the
same time they receive little Joe Bob's midterm grade
report? Hmm, maybe letter writing isn't such a stupid
idea after all.
And when was the last time I wrote Grandma and
Grandpa? The summer of 1981 when I was at church
camp? And bored? And what have I ever sent Uncle
Jed and Aunt Zoe? Besides a graduation invitation?
And then there's that cute girl I met in Italy who's
written me five times since I got back from campaigns. And my friends at Harding University in
Florence, all of whom would love some mail from the
States.
And (thinking less expensively) I think of all my
friends here who would probably appreciate a little
note in campus mail (which doesn't require postage
stamps).
Wouldn't it be great if everyone sent notes to their
friends next iweek. Can you imagine all the happy
faces as people opened their boxes after chapel to find
real mail, not just traffic tickets, chapel notices and
College Church bulletins. Everyone would . be so
happy. Especially the campus mailroom workers. You
should have seen Karen White's beeming face when I
handed her a whole box of Regina Halloween notes
this week.
I think, too, of Mike Cope's recent sermon about
encouraging one another daily based on Hebrews
3:13. What more convenient and effective way could
there be than a simple note in the mail?
And I think of one final way to look at this idea.
Remember checking the mailbox some days
(anywhere from 12 to 437 times a day) and finding
only empty space. How depressing. But for every letter
sent, the more likely there'll be one in return.
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Peop:le ,neeod truth",~abou(_ South Africa

Dear Editor4"· ._ :~. '
.
~~. , , -·->-~:':~ """'
I'm writing in response to the article "Solution·_·
available for Sogti) African black suffrage problem"
by Neil Thannisch in last week's Bison. First of all, I
do not believe that the blacks are radical. They just
want what should be rightly theirs, which includes the
right to vote which he suggested, freedom of
movement which they are denied and a share in the
wealth of their country, among other things. But at
this time they are not even considered citizens in their
own country.
He also mentioned that most of the blacks are
uneducated, which is true, although I do not think he
stopped to reason why this is the case. Separate
schools exist for the ethnic groups which means
inequality of education. Since the blacks have no role
in the governmental policies concerning education,
among other things, they have to attend substandard
schools.
I realize that the Soviets may be wanting to make
South Africa one of their satellites, but who could
blame the blacks for turning to them, if indeed they
do. So far, no better offer of help has been given by
democratic countries. Peaceful solutions may be
available to solve South Africa's problems, but so far
none have been successful. One that has been used in
the past was the table talks between black African
leaders and South African rulers. These leaders have
now come to the conclusion that this is a waste of
time, since the government has shown no willingness
to change.
Needless to say, I do not foresee idealistic solutions
like five-year general education programs. The whole
idea is for the whites to stay in power; therefore to
implement five-year educational programs would
simply negate the white African's governmental
policies of oppression. Allowing the blacks to vote
would eventually lead to majority rule which they are
trying to prevent.
.
Anytime a nation wants the freedom to rule itself it
has to fight for it. You only have to look at America to
see this. There had to be a revolution against Britain

Letter to the editor
before Americans could rule themselves. The same
example applies to numerous other countries in
Africa. Some struggles were easier while others had to
use force against the British.
I love happy endings, too, but it's sad to say some
are hard to come by and South Africa is no exception.
I'm sure that most of us would like to see a South
Africa where all ethnic groups are represented in the
government; whether or not that will be the case,
remains yet to be seen.
Dorah Mukupa

One must set asid~ prejudices
to understand apartheid evils
Dear Editor,
It is rather unfortunate. After reading the article
entitled "Solutions available for South African black
suffrage problem" which appeared in the Bison of
Oct. 25, 1985, the writer, with the help of whoever
may be, was biased, and most important failed to tell
the readers the whole true story.
I respect the writer for exercising his freedom of
speech, but the world would be a better place if people
could separate wrong from right - evil from right.
The apartheid system in South Africa is not only
evil but also morally and spiritually wrong. The
problem in South Africa is not Marxism. It is a matter
of justice, the right to education, own property, move
or travel within or outside the country without
restrictions, and moreover to grow morally, spiritually
and socially.
I do not think the writer did an indepth study of the
chaos in South Africa, but rather wrote his article
based on a myopic survey or whatever his source
might be.
(See LETTERS, page 3)
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commentary
Graduates learn skills involved in being alumni
Here's a sobering thought.
Within seven months, a large group of students on
this campus will be graduated from this hotbed of
academia and flung into a society teeming with social
injustice, professional antagonism and simple chronic
halitosis. How does this affect every member of that
group? Aside from being made acutely paranoid,
these young men and women are transformed instantly onto the ethereal plane of the alumnus.
Consider this before you smugly say to yourself,
"Ah, that is not such a thing to cause concern. All I
must do is secure employment, marry a spouse, buy a
house and pay back $83,000 in student loans. Being
an alumnus is such an easy thing, I would wish to be
one now."
Woe to you, ignorant brethren.
There are many things of which we as students are
not aware, one being the effort and dedication it takes
to be a real alumnus. I present to you now, excerpts
from the Official Harding Alurnrius Handbook.
Bios in the Harding Bulletin: This a very important
aspect of alurnnushood, as there is no other basis
upon which your peers may pass judgement on you.
Your Christmas cards which read, "Peace, goodwill,
and all that rot!" afford your former classmates with
little information, aside from the fact that your youthful enthusiasm for the holidays may have tarnished a
bit. The bulletin biography gives you the chance to tell

Given to
Extremes
Todd Thompson
them all just how you are faring in the world. The
following is an example of a good bulletin bio:
"John Smith - B.S., 1975. Married the former
Wanda Watson, covergirl. Presently self-employed.
Owns Montana and other states beginning with 'M'.
Received Master's from M.I.T. in 1976. Received
Doctorate from M.I.T:in 1977. Received Honoraries
from M.I.T. in 1978. Received M.I.T. in 1980. Appointed to President's Cabinet of Really Important
People in 1982. Voted Outstanding Young Man of the
Milky Way Galaxy in 1984. Knows how Lee Ioccoca
did it. Told Sam Walton how to do it. Presently living
on ranch in one of the 'M' states."
The information presented in such a biography
shouts its message. Now everyone knows how you are
really doing.
The following is an example of a poor bulletin bio:

Nice guys try to be self-centered
When Todd walked through the door of his dorm
room and saw the beds had been made, the floor had
been swept and the dust that had accumulated on the
dresser top had been removed, he nearly' cursed. His
stomach knotted up and he felt like punching the
wall.
"Joe has done some stupid things before," he
thought, "but this is it!"
About that time, Joe walked through the door.
Todd stomped over and slammed the door so hard
that it sounded like a loud clap of thunder.
Joe turned and gave him an irritated glare. "What's
your problem?" The tension that had been building
between them all semester was about to explode.
"I'd like to know just who you think you are,
corning in here and cleaning up the room like this?
You're the most considerate jerk I've ever known!"
Todd yelled. His face was beet red from the anger and
frustration that had built up to this point. "You're
always putting others before yourself and I'm getting
sick and tired of it!"
"Like when?" Joe said. His face and tone of voice
were now showing signs of annoyance.
"Like the other night," Todd retorted. "You and
your friend were talking when I went to bed and you
purposefully went out in the hall so you wouldn't

Letters
(continued from page 2)

.

Secondly, writing down our own prejudices on the
pages of papers won't solve the problem in South
Africa. We all have to come out with an open mind, a
fair mind, to help solve the problem in that region.
Thirdly, I do not believe that the problem in South
Africa is a moral issue. There is more to it than that
-it is a spiritual issue too. Just think about this for a
second, if Jesus were to be on this earth today would he endorse apartheid, or does the New
Testament endorse or condemn apartheid?
Man cannot escape from history. It is with us today.
It is going to be with us tomorrow, and history has
told us that the oppressed, no matter what, always
come out with flying colors. The good shall always
triumph over the evil.
John Tweneboah

Christians
in the

"Steven Jones - B.S., 1975. Has a dog, named
Ralph."
The readers have little to go on here. Surely you
now see the importance of a good, informative
bulletin biography.
The Cali-A-Thon: The Call-A-Thon presents many
challenges to the alumnus and the proper response is
critical. Examples of good responses are given below.
"Why thank you for calling. I've been wondering if
you had forgotten me. My General Foods dividends
are available."
•
"Yes, I know it's tax deductable. That's why I'm
pledging this year's salary."
"I'd love to give. How much to have a building
named after me?"
Of course, some alumni are not as well informed
and do not know how to respond when petitioned. The
following are inappropriate responses.
"OK. Fine. I'll sell my children. How's that?"
"Tell you what. As soon as these narcotics charges
are dropped, I'll have plenty."
"Yo no hablo Engles."
Alumni Functions: This is the most important part
of any alumnus life. Before arriving at any alumni
function, consult the checklist below.
1. Read through yearbook to remember names,
especially those of past romances.
2. Practice smiling till your mouth quivers:
3. Practice hugging.
4. Practice masking look of surprise when you see
how much that man now resembles a blue whale.
5. Wash car.
6. Wash car.
7. Buy new car.
8. Arrive at the function poised, confident and
aware that students will look at you strangely.

world

Guest Column.---

Tim Tripp

Christianity doesn't
support apartheid

bother me. And you're always turning your radio
down while I'm trying to study."
"Hey dipstick; you're not one to talk!" Joe shouted.
"You're the one that was studying all night the other
night and went down the hall so your light wouldn't
shine in my eyes. And besides," Joe angrily added,
"I'm not the only one who picks his clothes up around
here!"
With that both boys landed h~avily, each upon his
own bed and thought about what the other had said.
An eerie silence enveloped the room, a silence
coupled with heavy tension - tension so thick that
breathing became labored and their heads started to
ache.
The room in which they sat was spotlessly clean as
usual. Two pink housekeeping notices were lying on
the desk. One, they had gotten because all their
clothes had been picked up at room check and the
other was for having their beds made. The five dollar
fine wasn't much but it was part of what caused the
tension between them.
Todd was the first to break the silence. "Joe," he
said, "I've been thinking and you're right. I have been
pretty considerate lately and I guess I put others
before myself as much as you do. I'm really sorry,
man, I guess I just need to be more self-centered."
"Ah, it's alright," Joe said. "I'm pretty considerate
too. My mom used to complain about that. I'm sorry,
too. I guess I need to be more self-centered also."
"Great," Todd said, smiling broadly. "Now that
that's over, it's about time for my afternoon nap."
Joe waited until Todd was almost asleep then he
jumped up, belched loudly, turned on his stereo and
cranked it up.

Editor's note: Ezek Chyke Nwakwue, a junior
accounting major from Aba, Nigeria, wrote this
column in response to Neil Thannisch's column
entitled "Solutions available for South Africa black
suffrage problem," whi~h appeared in the Oct. 25
issue of the Bison.
Whatever reason you may have, it is absolutely
wrong for some Christians in Harding University to
campaign and support the apartheid system in South
Africa. And more so when it contradicts Harding's
policy of evangelism. And any living soul who either
directly or indirectly supports the system and
situation in South Africa bears a heavy responsibility.
He or she is not only damaging the authority of God,
but is also fanning embers of the United Nations and
East-West confrontation in Africa.
Apartheid as we know it today is a ruthless,
inhumane system of practices adopted by the white
minority in South Africa. It is a ruthless inhumane
system in the sense that 22 million blacks in South
Africa are not allowed to vote, restricted to certain
areas, forced to carry a passbook, subjected to severe
sanctions of infringement of the rules against
socializing and receive different punishment. Why
should this happen to blacks in African soil?
This has been a world issue for many years, but I
still find it difficult to understand that some of my
friends in Harding University make this a personal
issue, and turn around and blame blacks for being
illiterate and so unqualified to rule a nation. I
should ask you folks, where were you when blacks in
South Africa were pushed away to a separate school?
(See AFRICA, page 5)
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to five graduates
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Five University graduat~ wlli receive
alum.ni awards during the
Black and Gold Alum.nl Banquet tonight in
American Heritage Cafeteria.
They are Dr. John M. White of Austin,
Texas, and Dr. Arthur Williams of
Abilene, Texas, from the College of Arts
and Sciences; C. Mac Angel, CPA, of
Searcy, from the School of Business ; Dr.
Furman Kearley of Monahans, Texas,
from the Bible department; and Dr.
Leonard Johnson of Montgomery, Ala.,
from the School of Education.
White, the Norman Hackerman
Professor of Chemistry at the University
of Texas, graduated from Harding in 1960.
He has had more than 170 articles
published in refereed journals since 1980.
Williams, a full-time sculptor hOlds
degrees both in Bible and art trom Harding and the master's from Harding
Graduate School in Memp,his. He sculpts
in stone, wood, resins, steel and bronze.
Angel, a 1957 graduate, is president of
the Arkansas Society of Certified Public
Accountants, having been a membet of the
Society since 1962. He is an officer with
Angel, Humphrey, Hamilton & Co., Ltd. in
Searcy.
A minister, Kearley received the
master's from Harding in 1956. He is a
former chairman of the Bible department
at Lubbock <Texas) Christian College and
at Alabama Christian College in Montgomery, where he also was Dean of the
School of Religion. He is the pulpit
minister of the Church of Christ in
Monahans and is editor of the Gcspel
Advocate monthly religious publication.
Johnson, a graduate of 1935, was one of
the founders of Alabama Christian College
in 1942 and taught Bible there. For several
years he taught at Freed-Hardeman
College in Tennessee, and after his
retirement he returned to Montgomery 1
where he currently ·is an assistant in the
Bible department at Alabama Christian
College.
ou~tanding
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Get a grip

bv Todd Glover

Sue Birrell flexes to increase the flow of blood from her vein at the Red Cross blood drive. The drive, held on campus
this week, was sponsored by Oege women's social club and the Levi's 501 Blues Crew.

Sociology club presents seminar on violence in US.
The University Sociology Club will
present a twiHiay seminar on "Violence in
America " Friday, Nov. 8, in the
American Herita ge_ Auditor ium and
Saturday, Nov. 9 in the gymnastics room
of the New Gym.
The Friday session, 9 a .m.-3 p.m., will
inelude discussions of the topics :
1
' Violence in America Why? ,"
" Violence and Commission of Qrime:•
' 'Violence toward the Elderly," "Violence
in the Black Community" and "Coping
with Violence."
The Saturday session Will include two
hands-on training classes,· rather than
lectures. The first class, 9:30-11 a.m., is

open to the general public. Simple,
common-sense self-defense techniques
will be taught.
The second class, 1-2:30 p.m., is open
only to active law enforcement officers.
Advanced self-defense and · physical
control techniques will be taught.

Raff, prosecuting attorney, 17th Judicial
District; James Vandiver, assistant chief
of police, Little Rock ; Mark Crane,
professor of gerontology, UALR ;
Baywood Horton, professor of sociology,
University of Central Arkansas ; and

Speakers for the seminar in¢lude Dr.
John Miller, .sociologist and assistant dean
at the University of Arkansas at Little
Rock; Dr. Duane McCampbell, professor
of English at Harding; Perrin Jones,
editor of the Searcy Daily Citizen;- Chris

instructor, Fort Worth Police Department.
Each speaker will present his viewpoint
on the causes, effects and cures for
violence in America today.
Students, faculty, police officers and
other interested community members are
inviti!d to attend the free seminar.

Richard Morris, detective and self-defense
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A'!~S!ed from page 3)
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Home Needed:
John the Cat (also goes by
Steve), female, gray, healthy,
friendly
Call ext. 275 or ext. 330

What effort did Y?U m~ke to ~elp them
have E!9ual education WI~ you·
Is ~Pis how you are gomg to represent
Harding when you go out to preach the
gospel to all nations where Jews and
Gentiles are equal? What happened to the
highly educated South African black,
Nelson Mandela, when he spoke about the
evils of apartheid? Is he ~ot in jail for 22
rears? You want to achieve your o~n
mterest at the ~x~nse of o~hers a1_1d .still
answer as a Chnsban? Who IS a ChriStian?
Do you and those folks in South Africa use
a different Bible? It is extremely wrong
for some of us at Harding to preach one

~-fPa'~
'Jfoweu & §i{t~

thing and do the opposite.
Can you call a black man who demands
his birth right radical? Why can't you
consider yourself to be a black man and
see bow it hurts when someone deprives
you of your rights and slaughters your
brothers and sisters. U is time that you
Christians stop making fun of blacks. We
are created by the same God. Don't you
know that it does hurt when there is
calculated insult on an injury? Given there
were reverse of such an evil system I do
believe that the present oppressors would
protest and opt for a change ·
In the past 18 months 1 o15 "blacks have
been killed in South Afri~ and only five
whites have met the same fate . Why can't
somebody do something and save the lives
of blacks and whites in that region. My
friend Mr. Thannisch said "It's quite
clear that once the majority hlacks get to
vote, they will come to power. This, in and
itself, is not the problem. The danger lies
in having an unqualified leader in office. If
this should occur we can expect this leader
to turn to someone for help." Thannisch

20.4 S. Locust
268-3789

Send sweetheart roses to

Cash & Carry with ID

Pick-up your cake, cupcakes or
12" cookies for any occasion!
We custom decorate
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went on to say that naturally the Soviets
would be there to offer help.
I want to know why it should be Soviets
and not any other nation who would offer
hell? to unqualified black lead~rs in South
Afnta- Why don't other nations go now
and help the blacks in South Africa to vote
and come to power so that they can enjoy
the fringe benefits which Soviets would
have gained in South Africa.
.
.
.
~t. do you expect will happen m South
A~rlCa m the next few ~on~s? Do you not
thmk that somebody hke Hitler can come
out of that region and start another world
war? Then America,. Soviet Union,
"B~itain, Fra!lce a~d some ~~ican nations
will send their ~oldie~s to ehmmate pe~p;e.
Who do you thmk will go there to die. I
know most of you who are maktng tough
decision ~or black men have not witnessed
war. I~ w!ll be ~tter for us. to stand up now
as Chnsban ~ohd~rs and fight hard to stop
the rage which w!l~ ~estroy. some of us.
I am not a pohbcian, neither am I a
businessman. I am not Republican,
neither am I a Democrat. I am a
missionary who believes and preaches
equal rights and justice to any human
being created by the image of God. If you
know the good thing you can do to blacks
and whites in South Africa, do it now that
they are alive and do not wait till they all
die at the same time.
Like Thannisch suggested, sending the
blacks to college to graduate and come to
power won't solve the problem. There is
nothing the whole world can do to change
the views of Afrikaaners toward blacks in
South Africa. The only solution which can
lessen the problem and give the blacks and
whites a sense of identity in South Africa is
a four year interchangeable rule, whereby
each race can have a taste of the government. If this fails, it means that the whites
and blacks in that region should create a
new world.

CLASSIFIEDS
$60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for
remailing letters from ho~! Send selfaddressed, stamped enve~e for information-application. Associates, Box 95B, Roselle, NJ 07203.

Get into the good of it with a mini-pi.zza and
any one topping for ONLY $1~451
Every Monday Night, 4 P.M. to Close.

GET INTO THE THICK OF rr
2910 E. Race

Add 25¢ for each additional topping.

268-98"88

REMEMBER THE DAY
YOU BEGIN
YOUR LIFE TOGETHER
Only a professional photographic
studio has the experience and ex·
pertise to make your wedding
memories all you want them to be.
You can "count on us tp devote the
time and attention necessary to express those memorable moments
of your wedding and reception.
Call us today, or stop by and see
our samples. Let's plan this special
occasion together.

By Appointment - Call 268•9304
1407 East Moore Avenue
Searcy, Arkansas 72143
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ICC reviews club induction
by Mike Whitfield
Bison staff writer

A lengthy review of pledging activities
was the main order of business at the last
InterClub Council meeting held Oct. 22.
Among those who attended the meeting
were the managers of the men's and
women's freshmen dorms, who contributed their-perspectives of pledging and
how it affected the freshmen in their
dorms.
Sandra "Aunt Bea" Bouchareb,
manager of Cathcart Dorm, told the ICC
representatives that she was pleased with
most of what she saw during pledge week;
but that she was also disturbed by some
things. She said that most of the pledges
she saw were nervous and apprehensive
throughout the week, and many did not
have much fun.
Specifically, she said that she had heard
that some girls were initially told they did
not make the club that did extend them a
bid, a direct violation of guidelines for
pledging set forth by the ICC. She also
noted the use of bad language by some
older club members and the fact that some
clubs seemed to be trying to strip their
pledges of their dignity, especially those
pledges wno had bad attitude,&.
She said she wondered if there might not
be a better way to correct poor attitudes,
and she cited tradition as a possible reason
for some of the problems that occurred
during the week.
Armstrong manager Harold Valentine
reported that there had been. some

problems with stealing in his dorm during
the week as a direct result of pledging.
Forcing an inductee to steal anything from
anyone, even as a prank, was another
violation of pledging guidelines.
The remainder of the meeting was spent
in an open forum discussing pledging.
Much of the discussion focused on the
purpose of pledge week, and the majority
opinion seemed to be that pledge week is
for people to get to know one another
better. Also, an opinion was expressed by
several that fun rather than humiliation
should dominate the week.
The scheduling of club induction was
also discussed. Some representatives said
that they thought the scheduling of pledge
week during the annual. Bible lectureship
made a bad impression on some of the
visitors on campus. others said that they
felt that the lectureship was good for
pledge week, since it was easy for clubs to
coordinate activities with the lectureship.
Another aspect of pledging discussed
was table voting. The wom~n's clubs had
nearly four times as many pledges go to
the table this year as the men's clubs, and
one reason cited for the large difference
was the faCt that many of the women's
clubs put a quota on their voting so that
they accept only a certain number of girls.
This keeps clubs from getting too big, but
also means that many girls don't get their
first or second choices because of sheer
numbers. It was suggested that clubs who
impose a quota system not campaign so
much to get many first choice pledges.

gpeciaQ COays
Don't Forget your sweetheart at Homecoming! Order your Homecoming
Corsage EARLY!

Spec•a
· I Days Flowers & G"ft .

~~
by College Street Florist~~-~~
nolw owned & operated
1 s, nc. of Beebe.
·::~
IU E. Race

~

(JJtJ1

ert_~

FLOWERS AND GIFTS

125 S. SPRING STREET
SEARCY, ARKANSAS

For the prettiest Homecoming Mum around
Carrens!
Becky, Cindy & Steve will be sure
thei r fe llow students!

10% discount
with Harding 1.0.
and cash sales all
year! FREE DELIVERY

TO CAMPUS
All .YEAR!

Bison wins five national awards
The Bison captured five awards for the
Harding chapter of the Society for
Collegiate Journalists in the national SCJ
1984 competition for student publications.
The campus newspaper received a first
place in display advertising for a Coke ad,
and a second place in the category for
former student Gary Spondike's full page
"Emporium."
Senior Rebekah Davis and graduate
Jodee Hobbs won second place in news
stories for the story, "Signed, sealed and
filed away," a story about the student's
legal right to check some school records.
The Bison also received two honorable

268·7637

268-6779

mentions: in features for Cacky Supplee's
"Disaster inspires alumnus to work for
safer roads,'' and in sports news for Bobby
Davidson's football story on the Bisons'
defeating Henderson and UAM last fall.
For a student to become a member of
SCJ he must work in any one of the
campus media (the Bison, the Petit Jean
yearbook, TV-12, or KHCA radio) for two
semesters.
Officers of the chapter this year are
Karen Roseberry, president; David Wall,
vice president; and Mark Dillingham,
secretary-treasurer.

You. are conlia1ly1nvi~ed \.o

iHHISTtwl
IJPEN 1HBU5t.
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Students beginteachingin schools

HAPPY HOMECOMING
STUDENTS & ALUMNI!
EDICAL CENTER PHARMAC
Located In Searcy Medical Center
Boyce H. Arnett, PO

Class of'66

For pizza out it's Pizza Inn-:'

Students in the teacher education
program began supervised teaching
Monday in area schools.
The student teachers in elementary
schools are Susan Bohanon, third grade,
Beebe Primary ; Marg; Chism, third,
Harding Academy; Jan Coker, fifth,
Searcy S®thwest Fifth; Linda Collier,
first, Sidney Deener ; Rhonda Cranford,
fifth, Beebe Elementary; D()llll8 Fletcher,
fourth, Searcy McRae Elementary; An·
nalise Gay, fifth, Searcy Southwe$t Fifth ;
Bobbie Harrison. fifth , Searcy Southwest Fifth; Krista Miller, third, Beebe
Primary ; JoAnna Pearce, first , Searcy
McRae Elementary; Laura Picker, first,
Sidney Deener; Treva Pryor, first , Searcy
McRae Elementary ; Linda Ramsey,
sixth, Beebe Elementary; Tracy WiUard,
fourth, Sidney Deener; and Shauna Wood,
third, Sidney Deener.
The special education student teachers
are Lori Hockenberry, resource, Sidney
Deener; Pam McCaughan, resource,
Searcy West Point; Candace Mimms,
resource, Searcy McRae Elementary;

Sandra Riley, M-H-7-12, Central; and
Sandra Todd, M-H-1-12, Lead Hill
Elementary.
Tlte kindergarten practicum students
are Sue Ann Eichenberger, Sidney
Deener; Marsha Kaye Goodson, Kensett
Elementary; Sharon Logan, Searcy
McRae Elementary; and Lisa Philpot,
Searcy McRae Elementary.
Other student teachers are Scott Finley,
physical education, Searcy High School;
Terri Davis, social science, Searcy High
School; Chris Helmuth, French and
Spanish, Searcy High School; Tom Jernigan, physical education and math,
Central High School;
Ronnie Martin, physical education,
Northeast High School; John Shelton,
physical education and health, Harding
Academy"; Greg Lucas, seventh through
ninth grade band, Lonoke Junior High
School; Daphne Richardson, band, Heber
Springs Middle School and Carol
Trevathan, band, Searcy High School.
Student teaching will end Dec. 19.

For Those Special Times of Autumn

Brings You

....~~~~
~~~\ ~
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+,~~~
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THURSDAY

Mini Pizza ....

• •only

99¢

<J"e CBouti.que
Owners: Rachel Simpson
Katherine Davenport

·1-Trip Salad .............. ~············99C::
If you can't be with your family an Thursday
night for that great home cooked meal, come
join us at Pizza Inn.
The price is right and the Pizza is GREAT!!

•

PIZZA INN DELIVEBSI
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convenience? Get both!
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$200 OFF - II S1 00

Get $200 ofl the regular
price of any large pizza
with as many toppings as
you want. Present this
coupon to driver. Not
valid with any other
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Expires Nov. 21, 1985
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The·'Unde·rgro.und.~Soci.ety
Saturday spent crawling in caves an inspiring. muddy exp
by Sheila Underwood
H1..,on 'ifaff wntt-'r

It is 7:29 on a Saturday morning. I sprint
to Ganus parking lot, trying not to drop my
books and an extra change of clothes.
Arriving breathless, I find no caravan of
cars awaiting me. 7:30 was the meeting
time, wasn't it? Where is everyone? Come
to think of it, I don't even know who I'm
looking for. After all, what kind of people
are the type to rise at this ungodly hour for
such an unusual activity? You have to
admit, spending the better part of a
Saturday crawling around in a cave is not
the sort of thing that appeals to the
masses.
Such were my thoughts early last
Saturday morning, as I anticipated my
first visit to a non-commercial cave.
Eventually the rest of the group showed
up, and I joined the four of them for a day
that I'll not soon forget.
Our destination was Joe Bright Cave,
one of many caves in the Batesville area.
We also planned to visit Arnold Hollow,
which was only a few miles away. The trip
took a little over an hour. We had no map
-only the memory of our driver, Dwayne
Agin, who had been to the cave in the
summer of '84. After a couple of unsuccessful turns down logging roads that
all looked basically alike, our -fearless
leader found the right one.
We parked at a wooden gate and
traipsed across a hilly pasture with fuzzy
inquisitive cows and their unmistakable
signs of existence. (Fortunately, I'd been
advised to wear shoes that I didn't need for
future use.)
We entered the woods, and I wondered
how Dwayne could ever find the place.

There were no signs saying "This way. to
Joe Bright," but again he came through.
At the bottem of a hill, suddenly I saw a
gaping hole below a 2o-foot rock facing. It
was one of strangest sights I'd ever seenlike the entrance to a whole new world, ....
something you'd see on a science fiction
TV show.
We donned our electric headlamps, and
everyone but me changed into boots. I
secured my camera around my body,
skidded down the leaf-covered slope, and
entered what really was a whole new
world.
It was awesome. That was all I could
think at first. In the first chamber, there

checking out the different passages, we
decided to all go the same way. We entered
a passage near the back right section. My
instinCtive internal map-maker made a
careful note of our direction.
The passage opened, after some twists
and turns, into a very unusual place. It
could've been a caveman's cathedral.
Near the center back, there was an approximately 10-foot-high, 8-foot-wide
formation that looked incredibly like a
pulpit. And over to the side was a massive
structure of "draperies" that looked
uncannily like the pipes of an organ. To
complete the cathedral, interspersed

"The cave's silence was different. It was an active silence
- when I sat still, it forced itself into my thoughts. I
couldn't not notice it."
was enough natural light coming through
the opening to see the entire room at once.
It was like a room - a room the size of the
Recording Studio, a room made of stone
and making stone. There were gigantic
rock formations in the center and around
the edges, and it was mind-boggling to
think that years from now people might be
in the same cave and see completely
different formations, ones that were being
formed at that moment.
To my experienced companions this first
room was not the thrill it was for me. They
were ready to go further in. And so we did.
There were several ways to take, but after

throughout were little pools of water,
much like the fonts of holy water I'd seen
in Catholic churches.
About this time a phrase from Psalms
came to mind. "In His hands are the
depths of the earth ... " I'd sung the line
countless times in high school chorus, but
I'd never had any concrete idea of what it
meant. But I think I began to understand
one asp.ect of that verse Saturday. God
spends as much time creating things of
beauty and wonder down in that underwoJjd. as He does in the parts of the
world we normally praise Him for.
After that moment of inspiration, the

"real" world intruded. Our group was
splitting up. One member was crawling
feet first down a tunnel that went deeper to
who knows where. Two more were taking
off in their own directions. That left me
and the other female of the group. We
discussed the choices and opted for the
roomiest passage. We had to think of our
cameras, not to mention our bodies.
Off we went, through a winding corridor
into a chamber that fit my own visual
image of what a catacomb is. It had big
rocks that hid parts of the room from our
sight, and it was full of recesses where
anyone or anything could be hiding. Kind
of creepy.
It was here that I realized how quiet the
cave was. In our world above the ground,
we speak of going to the woods or to a
private room for peace and quiet. That is
quiet, in a passive way; it is the absence of
sounds that often distract us. But the
cave's silence was different. It was an
active silence - when I sat still, it forced
itself into my thoughts. I couldn't not
notice it.
The darkness was the same way. We sat
and turned off our lights at one point, and I
experienced darkness in its purest form.
The dark, like the silence, bombarded my
senses and wouldn't let them forget it. I
remembered hearing of an experiment in
sensory deprivation. After only a few
hours of total sensory deprivation, subjects began to hallucinate. I began to
understanq why.
Although the last time I read Tom
Sawyer was probably a decade ago, I
suddenly recalled Tom and Becky lost in
the cave with Injun Joe. I was lost. I
thought about the cows grazing over our

Spelunking club goes underground around Cent·ral/\rkansas
by Sheila Underwood
Bison staff wrilf'r

Living in a cave was a Spring Sing
theme for two social clubs last spring. But
for another campus club, life in a cave is
more than a Spring Sing theme, and
crawling around in a cave is considered a
typical club outing.
The club is officially known as the
CenArk (for Central Arkansas) Student
Grotto, but tO most people it is the
spelunkers, or simply the caving club. And
it is just that: a club open to any student
who is interested in exploring wild (noncommercial) caves.
Although the club is not extremely wellknown around the campus, it is
nonetheless an active organization. The 15
members meet regularly to plan trips and
to familiarize themselves with new information from the National Speleological
Society, with whom they are associated.
Senior member Brent Baldwin said the
club has already made five trips this
semester, and plans to make one or two
more before winter weather makes the
trips impossible. They expect to visit four
or five more caves in the spring as well.

Baldwin noted an increase in membership since last year, when the club had
only six active members. The number has
fluctuated rather noticeably over the
years. In the sixties, the club had as many
as 50 members; "but you don't know what
people did back then," Baldwin quipped.
Probably one factor in the club's small
size is the amount of time a caving trip
takes. Most caves of much interest are at
least an hour from Searcv.
For those who have the time and interest, though, the trips are very worthwhile. Baldwin mentioned the
satisfaction he feels after meeting the
challenge of a new cave, especially one
that hasn't been explored before. He also
likes caving just for the fun of it. The atmosphere is different from anywhere else,
he said, and "everything that happens in a
cave is twice as funny."
Ken Pirtle, another senior member,
enjoys the mystery of wondering what's
underneath the ground and then finding
out. He agreed with Baldwin, though, that
his main motivation for caving is having
fun. "After spending hours in the computer room, it's fun to be in a different
'hole in the ground'," he said. "Also it's a

good way to spend time with friends.
Everybody's there to have fun. And
there's no pressure.''
Besides taking a break and being with
friends, what is it that makes a cave such a
neat place? Baldwin said he thought the
neatest thing is that you see things you
can't see anywhere else. "Where else do
you find orange salamanders and little
blind fish?" he asked. "And sometimes
bats fly around your head. It's nothing like
you see in horror movies, though. We've
never found more than one or two at a
time, and they don't screech like they do in
the movies."
There are some negative aspects one
should consider before going caving.
Although most trips are entirely safe and
practically trouble-free, there are a few
dangers. Sudden dropoffs can seemingly
appear from nowhere, especially in a cave
or part of a cave that is unfamiliar. There
is the danger of underground streams
rising in an unexpected rainfall; when
you're so far underground, you have no
way of knowing whether it's raining
outside.
Lawrence Underwood, a former
member of the club who still joins them for

an occasional trip, recalled the only really
scary time he had ·in his five years of
spelunking. The group was in Hell Creek
and discovered a mud pit of notable
proportions. "We started in on a mud
fight, slinging it all over each other. But
we didn't think about our lamps being
carbide flames instead of electric. When
the mud hit the flames, they went out, and
we sat in total darkness for 20 minutes
cleaning out our lamps, hoping we could
get them burning again. That was scary,"
he said.
Mud itself might be considered a
negative aspect of this hobby, depending
on one's point of view. Baldwin advised,
"You wear clothes you don't want to wear
anywhere else!" He estimated that his
clothes nave weighed as much as 20
pounds after a particularly muddy crawl.
How long does it take to do the laundry?
"With a garden hose, about 30 minutes.
That's the be8t way," said Baldwin.
"Harbin showers, I've discovered, are not
too good. They get stopped up pretty bad!''
Care to discover what it's like to go
caving? Take the literal advice of senior
spelunker Mike Carter and "go crawl in a
hole."
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heads, totally unaware that this cave
existed, and equally unaware that a girl
named Sheila Underwood felt completely,
geographically lost for the first time in her ·
life. ·
Of course I wasn't really lost. The other
people in the group were used to caves and
were better able to find their way around.
They found us after they'd explored to
their hearts' content, while we had done
some exploring of our own. We found a
Coke bottle hidden away in a corner, one
that predated the time of Old Coke, New
Coke, Cherry Coke, Classic Coke, etc.
When one of the other cavers came to
where we were, he gave u.s a concert by
hitting a long, thin piece of rock on the
formations that looked like organ pipes.
The pipes were actually hollow, ·and
because of their varying sizes, they made
different pitches wheri hit. It sounded a lot
like bongo drums.
Coming back to that main room, I
realized I was tired. I made my way back
up Ute leafy slope to where we'd left our
stuff. I sat down on a fallen tree and waited
for the others who'd gone back after a
dropped flashlight.
And the longer I sat, the harder it was to
recreate the oppressive dark, the ominous
silence, the lost feeling. It seemed almost
like a dream.
For anyone who likes to try new things
or simply to get away and forget about
daily life for a while, I recommend a trip
w;th the cavffig duh- a joo~y towards ~UJDaV'"'l'''oC"'
the center of the earth. Who knows? I may
.
'U ii
be up at 7:30 a.m. again some Saturday
_ .
myself, but this time I'll know that
whether I'm typical of the masses or not,
crawling around in a cave appeals to me.
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HUF students enjoy experiencing new lZ{estyles
by Amy Blankenship
H.-on ro r<· rgn

< orr<~pond<·nt

The students at Harding University in
Florence are slowly adjusting to life in a
different culture. Although some are
having difficulties, they are also finding
enjoyable aspects of European life or are
simply enjoying the experience of learning
about lifestyles different from those in the
United States.
Communicating with the Italia~ is a
problem for many students. "The weirdest
thing was getting my hair cut and not
being able to talk to her at all," recalled
Yvonne Young. ''Shedidn't know one word
of English."
"The language barrier is definitely a
pro~lem ,,but we're o~ercoming that little
by httle , ad~ed Cra1g Caldwell.
The HUF villa houses over 40 people,
and this has caused everyone to change
their r?utines. "Liv~ng .w.ith all these
people m one house 1s dtfftcult, because
I'm an only child," said Leann Bullin. "It's
like having 40 brothers and sisters."
. "~baring t~o bat¥ooms with 19 ~~rls ~s
dtffiC~t_, but 1t hasn t ~en too bad, satd
Alesh1a Showen. Ke1th Hedges added
that it ha~ been difficul~ adjusting to the
lack of privacy at the vtlla.
Some, though, find the closeness
beneficial. Friendships formed with other
members of the HUF ~roup have been
some of the best expenences for many
students. "I like living in the villa because

Delegates to attend
PRSSA convention
Drs. Evan and Betty Ulrey and senior
Betsy Talbott are planning to travel to
Detroit Nov. 10-13 for the national conferences of the Public Relations Society of
America <PRSA> and the Public Relations
Student Society of America <PRSSA) .
Betty Ulrey said her purpose for attending the national conference is "to find
out how PRSSA sponsors work with their
chapters, meet new contacts and provide
new ideas for Harding's PRSSA." The
theme of the PRSA convention will be the
"Art of Persuasion," which she noted is
her husband's special interest.
The PRSSA consists of public relations
students and related majors. Talbott said
"attending the National Conference will
provide valuable opportunities for career
planning and for getting to know future
colleagues from across the country."
The theme for the PRSSA convention
will be "Life in the Fast Lane," and top
professionals will discuss the biggest
issues facing public relations practitioners.
The PRSSA is currently working_on a
Levi Strauss and Co. campaign promoting
501 jeans. Representatives of the PRSSA
chapter that won the campaign last year
will be speaking at the conference.

you have to get close to the people," said
Jeanne Pipkin. "You can't hide from
anybody."
"~he closenes~ of the people is great,"
contmued l.;aura Krohn. "You have to be
clos.e s~nce w~'re all living he~~-"
Fmdmg thetr way around ctbes larger
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than Searcy has been a problem for ·some,
such as Nancy Morgan, who got lost first
in Amsterdam and then in Florence. ·~All
the side streets look the same in these
places," she said. "Now we can say
'Where is?' in every language."
Several HUF students are very enthusiastic about living in Florence. "I
think it's great! I'd like to move over
here," exclaimed Kellye Peacock. Renee
Magness echoed these comments adding
"I love the guys here, too!"
'
'
Several aspects of European life are
different than in the United States.
Shopping in Florence, a favorite activity of
HUF students, is quite different from
shopping in the States. "I'm used to going
to the mall, but here they have separate -.
shops for everything," said Pam Lorenz.
''You'll be shopping in the market, and if
you can't understand the people, they tend
to get frustrated really easily," added

Phyllis Reed.
The students worship in Italian with the
Florence congregation on Sunday mornings, and have English worship at the
villa on Sunday and Wednesday evenings.
Stu?ents such as Andrea Grimm have
noticed several differences in the worship
of the Italians. "The people here don't take
it for granted," she observed. "It's just a
different attitude."
"Also," she added, "the communion
wine is real wine."
What have the HUF students gained so
far from their experience? "I appreciate
America so much since we've been here,''
said Maria Haynes. "I think that this
semester will help us all to appreciate
what we. have. Learr~ing about other
cultures 1s ~? opportumty that everyone
should take.
Students attending HUF this semester
are Nicholas Wayne Adkins, Robert Bain,
Amy Blankenship, Leann Bullin, Craig
Caldwell, Michal Caudle, Gina Conner,

109 E. CENTER
DOWNTOWN SEARCY
268-8668

Editor's note: Amy Blankenship, a
member of the Bison staff, is currently
attending Harding University in Florence,
Italy.

FOR SAL·E
3 Acres
building sites
(some wooded)
paved streets, city water
natural gas
11f2 miles west of Searcy city limits
..

LEE, ZENA, CHIC JEANS
$14.99- $16.99
GASOLINE'S $29.95
CROSS-COUNTRY SWEATERS
$15.99
PLUS SKIRTS, TOPS & JEWELRY

James Brent Craft Elizabeth Forbes
Laura Ford Anct.r'ea Grimm, Mari~
Haynes, Keith Hedges, Tom Heffington,
Doima Helms, William Helms,
Allen Henderson, Jennifer Henderson,
Julianna Jones, Laura Krohn, Pamela
Lorenz, Carol Magness, Marty Moore,
Nancy Morgan, Kimberly Oxford, Kellye
Peacock, John Pike, Jeanne Pipkin,
Deborah Raley, Phyllis Reed, Michael
Gregory Sansom, Aleshia Showen, Randall Woodall, Yvonne Young, and Anthony
Price.
Faculty members from Searcy campus
presently teaching in Florence and their
families are Dr. Wyatt Jones, professor of
education, and his wife Iris, and Dr.
D~nnis Organ, profe~sor ?f Engli~h, his
w~e .sherry, an~ thetr children Mtchael,
Philhp and Dav1d.

just

5 Acres
mile off Hwy. 36
on Crosby Road
only $15,000
1
/4

~-

Priced To Sell
50 acres approx. 1% mi. west of
Searcy Country Club
w/clty water now available
only $1250/acre
limited time only

85 Acres
/2 mile North of Hwy. 36
near Center Hill
with approx. 55 acres wooded
with some large pine
- out of state owner - will sell
for only $750/acre
1

Call Collect
FOR MORE INFORMATION
724-5204

LYNN DAVIS REALTY

GENUINE GARNET
AND DIAMONDS

LADIES
ONYX AND
DIAMOND

'9900

$14900
ref

1

300"'

GENUINE AMETHYST
AND DIAMOND

GOLD

BLACK

524900
ref. 1400"'

Silk or· Fresh $5.00
Reserve Now 268-4741

CULTURED PEARL
AND DIAMONDS

Corner Gift Shop

ref. 1 15000

On Campus

927 E. Market

'9900

,.,-.

~

,.,,,,,.

Jllrtl'S \..XOld •
106N.SPRING
OOWNTOWI\i SEARCY

•

Costume party

by Todd Glover

Nina Davis model their award-winning costumes. Falkner and Davjs won the
costume contest, which was part of the Student Association's Halloween party
Tuesday night.

,t ....................................................
.
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,
·
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•*
Chris Clarke, the SA costume party host (dressed as a cheerleader), seems inspired by the costume of Academy student Isaac johnson, doing his own imitation of the Karate Kid. And senior Jennifer Falkner (far right) and freshman
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Harding University Bookstore
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Welcome
. .
Alumni
Guests
Visit the Bookstore .
Souveni~s- Books- Gifts

.
Special Hours Saturday 9 a.m . .-
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'Music Man' a delightful Homecoming musical
by Fran Coon
Bisoo guest writer

River City's new pool table will surely
decay the moral purity of its youth, says
Professor Harold Hill, the serpentine (yet
magically winsome) conman who
proposes to counter the corruption of
River City youth by organizing a boy's
band.
·

Review
That cosy little town snuggled away in
turn-of-the-century Iowa will never be the
same after Hill's arrival. Despite his
greedy intentions, he brings to River City
a special luxury: a contagious, unbottomed happiness.
Brad Carter, a junior music education
major, performs as Harold Hill with
professional ease and commendable
authenticity as he unfolds the plot and
attempts to seduce into his scheme the
stern, truly susceptible Mariann the
Librarian, played by Lisa Lemmon, a
senior English major. Typifying one's
image of a librarian and single music
teacher, Mariano is introduced to the
audience shrouded in a stately and nearly
forbidding blue gown. As the plot unfolds,
however, her dress becomes more and
more impelling with an inviting softness,
paralleling her change of heart from
coldness to warmth.
The two main leads, Carter and Lemmon, move splendidly together in expression and song. Especially worth
noting is the rich, vibrant, dainty-whenneed-be, singing voice of Lemmon. "Madam Librarian . . ." - the rhythm
of this scene and its choreography make it
one of the most outstanding of the play.

The 26-piece orchestra crescendoes during
this scene as the suave professor aims to
pick up his "sadder but wiser girl" while
the schoolchildren remain faceless, hidden
in their books. It is the charm of the 22
schoolchildren- the precious little ones who make the play so refreshing.
Or ''refrething'' as the lisping boy would
say. His singing debut in the Wells Fargo
scene swells into a full, great chorus to end
the first half of the production. This is one
of the several tremendous scenes with all
of the performers on stage - the
schoolboys decked out in w)lite caps and
knickers and the girls swirling through
their moves in bright pink and purple
skirts. Most all of the choreography is
excellent. Enthralling - even to the most
prim anti-dancing heart in the audience.
And talk about dancing. Pioneered by
actresses Laura White and Sue Ann
Eichenberger, the River City dancing
class scenes are dangerously hilarious as
those gossipy fiftyish matrons contort
their plump bodies to personify a Grecian
urn.
But the height of comedy is Marcellus,
played by Jay Walls.
He performs this comic role even more
enthusiastically than his one last year in
"Hello Dolly! "
Certainly there are many applaudwinning facets of the show. And several
participants are to be commended for
their special talents and hard efforts to
bring Harding's stage a delightful, imposing performance of the "Music Man,"
especially Robin Miller, the director;
Arthur Shearin, the director of music; and
Morris Ellis, the technical director.
"The Music Man" will be presented
tonight and tomorrow night at 8:15 in the
Benson Auditorium.

ATTENTION
CONTACT LENS WEARERS
Lisa Lemmon and Brad Carter as Mariann Paroo and Professor Harold Hill in
"The Music Man"
by JOHN RADCLIFF

ALL CONTACT. LENS PRODUCTS

25% OFF

.

EVERYDAY LOW PRICES
BAUSCH & LOMB
ALLERGAN
COOPER-VISION
BLAIREX

BAR~ES-HIND

ALCON
BOSTON
CONTIQU.E

WITH THIS AD

Distilled Water SOt a Gallon (Limit 1)
OFFER EXPIRES 11-10-85

HEADLEE DRUG STORE
MARKET AND SPRING
DOWNTOWN SEARCY
268-8647
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sports
First loss of season ends Bison winning streak
~;~o~~:,~~~it~rudson

. .
Like IS so often the case, all good things
must eventually come to a sudden and
unwanted ending. That came to the
Harding Bisons last Saturday night.
The Bisons, ranked third in the nation
and one of only two undefeated teams in
the nation, dropped their first game of the
season at Haygood Stadium in
Arkadelphia to the Henderson State
University Reddies 35-21.
"We simply got beat by a better team
that night," head coach John Prock said.
"They played better than they had any
other game this year. They probably will
not play that kind of football game again
this season. We just happened to be the
team that ran into them."
_Following a ~luggish performance at
P10e Bluff, the Btsons never seemed to get
ontrackthroughoutthefirsthalf. "It takes
some time to get things adjusted with the
wishbone since nobody else in the AIC uses
it," Prock said, "As soon as we would get

one thi_ng corrected, they would throw
somethi~g else at us.
.
Off~ns1vely, ~he Redd1es threw AllAmencan candidate Kenny Fells at the
AIC STANDINGS
Conf.
Overall
UCA
3-o
5-1
Henderson
3-o
5-1
BISONS
2-1
5-1
Ouachita
2-1
4-2
UA-Monticello
1-2
3-2
SAU
1-2
3-3
UA-Pine Bluff
o-3
2-4
Arkansas Tech
o-3
()..6
This Week's Games:
UCA at Arkansas Tech
SAU at Henderson
Ouachita at UAPB
UAM at Harding
Bisons. The Fells connection proved to be
too much for the defense to handle.
"In all my years of coaching I don't
think there has ev~r been a back to gain
·

Bring in your Harding ID and
We'll give you a 10% discount off
t~·
any purchase!
,, .{,(.~\_

,li

uGreat BBQ ribs
& sandwiches!"

sam

JtD'II~!
?e1!fiJOrclen To Go Welcome
l~ • ~ ...... ~..,.~
2812 E. Race

268-7867

that '?any yards on the ground against a
team," Prock said. "He . is
without a doubt one ?f the best ~m~g
backs that has been m the AIC m qwte
some time."
Fells, who entered the game leading the
nation in rushing yards per game, picked
up 243 yards rushing on 34 carries and
scored ~hree touchdowns.
Hardmg found the going tough
throughout the first half, gaining only 26
yardsonthegroundandfallingbehind21-o
at the intermission.
"It seems like we always get started
going after a big play in the first half,"
Procksaid. "AgainstHenderson, we never
got that ~ig play early to get us going."
The B!Sons cam~ out of the locker room
at halftime and displayed the form that
had earned the_m their .un~e.feated reco~d
and top ten rat10g, cap1tahz10g on Reddie
turnovers to. tie the score 21-21 with 26
seconds left 10 the third quarter.
"This group knew that to win the game it
was going~ take a _f~~ 6o-minu~ ef!~rt,
and they did not qwt, Prock satd. We
got a f~w breaks ~th the fumbles and we
were nght back 10 the ballgame."
"You have to credit Henderson. When it
got close, they did not fold up and quit.
H~rding

Major league baseball·system
shows room for improvement
There is one distinct characteristic that
the Kansas City Royals, St. Louis Cardinals, Torooto Blue Jays and Los Angeles·
Dodgers have in common. They all have
had a problem with questionable calls by
the umpiring crews during the playoffs
and the World Series.
Blue Jays fans still feel like they were
playing against 15 men on the field in
every game of the League Championship
Series with the nine defensive Royals and
the six umpires.
Recently, a Sports Illustrated insert
listed several calls which replays sbowed
the umpire missed the caU- badly. There
were at least six different calls on the
bases and the catch-trap play in centerfield.
In all fairness, there was one play that

Benson Robbins Mens Wear Invents The Wheel!
The Wheel Of Fortune For Its Customers!
All you need do is come by Benson Robbins Men's Wear at
117 N. Spring in Downton Searcy and spin our Wheel of Fortune to win a discount of at least 150/o or perhaps 20-25-3040 or even 50% off your purchases during the entire month
of November. What better time to start your Christmas shopping? So come on in and spin and save at

BENSON ROBBINS MEN'S WEAR
117 North Spring Street - 268-3912
Downtown Searcy

Free Gift Wrap

Free lay-A-Way
(Offer ••pi,.s NoYelllber 30, 1915)

They battled right back and stuck to their
game plan," Prock added. "They did
exactly what they needed to do to win."
The loss dropped the Bisons to 5-l
overall and 2-1 in the AIC with four games
left to play.
"We have to pick up the pieces and
bounce back next week," Prock said.
"With the AIC competition, you really
don't have time to dwell on th~ past but
rather look ahead to next week."
Tomorrow afternoon at Alumni Field
the University of Arkansas at Monticello
Boll Weevils will bring the top passing
attack in the AIC for the Bisons' 27th
annual Homecoming clash.
"We are going from the top rusher to the
top passer in the conference,'' Prock said.
"Their quarterback (Joe Don Samples> is
the top passer in the AIC and they have
three of the top five receivers in the
conference. It is always a tough football
game when we go up against UAM."
The Bisons hold a 14-lo-2 record in
Homecoming games with last year's game
against Southern Arkansas ending in a 2121 tie. Against UAM in Homecoming
games, the Bisons are o-2.
Game time is scheduled for 2:45
tomorrow afternoon at Alumni Field.

free Parking

Sports
Spectrum
--....

Wendell Hudson

went against Toronto in Kansas City that I
agreed with. It was a play at third base in
which the Blue Jay runner was sliding in.
While George Brett had the tag placed oo
him, he lost contact with the base for just a
second. Though it was only momentarily,
the tag was place d on the man while he
was off the base, causing an out.
That was about the only close call that I
agreed with throughout that series,
though.
The probl~m got worse in the World
Series. The call in game 6 will go down in
history as one of the most controversial
calls in series history. When Cardinal
Manager Whitey Herzog went out to
question, American League Umpire Don
Denkinger told him that Kansas City
Royals pinch-hitter Jorge Orta was safe
"by half-a-step."
Half a step? Are you crazy?
I did not really care who won the World,
Series, but the umpiring throughout the'
seven games left something to be desired;
Did I mention that Denkinger, who made
the call at first base, threw Joaquin Andujar and Herzog out in game 7? That was
the way the rotation worked out.
Another thing that has now become
known is that the umpires are selected 011
a rotation basis rather than a merit
system. In essence, the best umpires
during the year were watching the game
on TV right along with everybody else.
Simply stated, the beSt teams were in
the playoffs and the World Series, but the
best umpires were not. Now that makes a
lot of sense, doesn't it?
One clear thing that appeared in this, as
(See SPECTRUM, page 15)
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Searcy Steel not likely-to receive finanical support
by Shawn Goodpasture
s.;son assistant editor

It does not seem likely that the Searcy
Steel soccer team will receive school
financial support or the Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference will recognize
soccer as a league sport any time in the
near future, said University athletic
director Dr. Harry Olree.
Olree said the lack of AIC sanctioning is
the main reason why the University does
not sponsor a varsity soccer team. "We
would have a tough time doing it," he said,
in explaining the problems in fielding a
team in a non-AIC sport, including difficulties in scheduling opponents.
Olree said that every time the issue of
sponsoring soccer has been brought at AIC
meetings in recent years, only two to four
of the league's 11 schools have supported
the idea. The inability to get sanctioning is
a result of a lack of interest in the sport in
Arkansas, he said. "Students at state
schools are mostly from Arkansas and

haven't played much soccer," said Olree.
Olree mentioned Harding, along with
Hendrix, College of the Ozarks and
Ouachita Baptist, as the four schools
which have attempted to seek sanctioning
at different times during the last few
years.
The University's athletic committee
chairman Dr. Joseph Pryor, who is also
the University representative to the AIC,
said finances have kept many AIC statesupported schools from approving the
addition of another sport. "State schools
are most adamant about not adding
sports," Pryor said, adding that there is a
good possibility that the AIC will drop two
currently sanctioned sports in the near
future.
The University of Arkansas at Fayetteville non-varsity club team is the o~y
team in the Steel's conference from a state
school. However, the University of
Arkansas, UALR and Arkansas State
University sponsor varsity teams, all

Shaved heads promote Bison spirit
by Cheryl Reed
Bison c;taff writer

Is there a new cult on campus depicted
by shaved heads? No, it is some of the 5-1
Bisons getting fired up about their top
position in the AIC and their hunt for the
AIC title.
According to John Collins, first string
offensive lineman, the shaven head craze
began Tuesday, Oct. 15, before football
practice as five brave offensive linemen
decided to be "scalped" by a crude pair of
barber clippers laying around the locker
room. The purpose of shaving their heads,
he said, was to- keep the Bison spirit going
and to get others fired up by their
example.
.
"I was really glad we decided to shave
our heads. It shows the character of our
team, that we all stuck together. And we
did it as a unit," said sophomore Collins.
"We showed a lot of pride as football
players. However, I'm not sure I'd do it
again."
According to Collins, the practice of
shaving heads is not new to the football
players. It used to be part of their freshman initiation until about five years ago.
About 12 football players have been
"scalped" so far and the number is expected to increase, especially towards the
end of the season.
Not only have football players shaved

their heads, but male students not on the
team have decided to show their support
by shedding their locks as well. About five
non-football players have joined in the
"bald clan", which has so far attracted
some attention on campus.
Sophomore John Noah observed, "I
think it's good because it shows the unity
of the football players and the spirit of the
students. Some people may think it's
stupid and that maybe they're just trying
to get attention, but it's really something
that they can all pull together and show
their support for."
Mike Gravois or "Moose," assistant
dorm manager for Harbin, is one of the
non-football players who decided to shave
his head. He explained, "Around Wednesday everybody was trying to cheer
each other up after the game against
UAPB, where we barely won. There were
a lot of negative comments- going around,
and so I figured that as assistant dorm
manager of Harbin I should show my
support by shaving my head. There are a
few of us who will go to extremes to show
our support."
"I think it's good in the spirit that they
did it," admitted head coach John Prock,
noting that he thinks the shaved heads are
a good symbol of the team's unity. He
added, "Anything to help unity is a good
sign on a football team."

three playing at the NCAA Division I level.
Teams from OBU, Hendrix and Arkansas
College are allowed to wear their individual school's names and have their
uniforms paid for by the school, although
each team has a player-coach and
receives little further financial aid.

"State schools are most
adamant about not adding
sports."
- Dr. Joseph Pryor
AIC Representative
If soccer became a varsity sport,
financing "would depend on what we're
trying to accomplish," Olree said. "We
(the athletic department) would sit down
with the soccer coach and account for
meals, uniforms and travel based on what
we do for other teams." Olree said the
school "could have a good team," while
later remarking that he does not pay much
attention to the current team's on-field
performance.
Searcy Steel player-coach Todd
Thompson said he understands the athletic
department's position on the matter. "I
know that there are some very good
reasons why we're not school sponsored,"
he said. "However, I feel that there are
also some very good reasons for us to be
school sponsored."

Thompson later said he understands the
need to make women's sports comparable
to men's sports, although, he added,
' 'Soccer could be very beneficial for
foreign students." A varsity team, according to Thompson, could attract more
foreign students, such as the Walton
scholars from Central 'America, to the
University.
Despite the lack of school funding and
other hardships, the Steel improved their
record to 3-3 on Saturday with a 3-1 win
over College of the Ozarks in Clarksville.
"It was a good thing considering the fact
that we had two starters out," said
Thompson, explaining that he did not know
until departure time that four players
would not show up. Because of problems
arranging adequate transportation, the
Steel arrived in Clarksville only a few
minutes before game time, allowing very
little time for warmups.
After College of the Ozarks scored early,
sophomore Rufino Lin, the Steel's leading
scorer, scored the first of two goals. He
later scored early in the second baH on a
totrright corner kick from 18 yards out,
after managing to dribble the ball
downfield past three opposing players.
Sophomore J~e Mai scored on a penalty
kick later in the haH.
Thompson said containing Ozarks' fastbreak offense was the key to winning the
game.
The Steel's next home game is scheduled
for 3 p.m. tomorrow at the field behind the
New Gym, while the Homecoming football
game against Arkansas-Monticello is in
progress only a few hundred yams away.

, ---- -------- - -·- - - - --------- - ·- --------- -
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FROZEN DELITE

JUMBO HAMBURGER,
French fries and medium drink ·

Sophomore Beverly Gardner will lead
the women against opponents who Lloyd
said are basically unknown to him
although he did list DAM as the possible
favorite.

.&Md6.

BURLINGTON® SOCKS

For a wide sele~tion of
Burlington socks &
Gold Cup casuals
come to Cothern's in
the Town & Country
Plaza

ahe Juniper Uree
SEARCY, ARKANSAS 72143
NEEDLE ART SUPPLIES
ACCESSORIES
Pillow Making • Custom Framing
Stenciling Supplies
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE
PHONE 501/268-1175
308 West Race Avenue
SANDY JORDAN
OWNER

~

~1

lu
$1.99
Good thru 12·1·85
z!
·-------------------------------------

Bisons go for AIC championship
Ted Lloyd's men's and women's cross
country teams will be at Ouachita Baptist
University in Arkadelphia tomorrow as
the Bisons compete in the AIC and District
17 cross country meet. The Lady Bisons
are running first at 11:15 a.m. followed by
the men who are going for their 15th
straight AIC championship at 11:45.
Uoyd will go with his same top seven
men with senior Al Bates leading the
Bisons against a tough field of opponents.
Uoyd listed Ouachita and the University
of Arkansas at Monticello as Harding's
main competition in the men's division.
"Ouachita has four runners that, on
paper, are as good as our top four," Lloyd
said. ''They could win if their top four run
well plus one of their other three. Also,
they will have the advantage of sleeping in
their own beds."
But Lloyd was optimistic about his
Bisons repeating as champions. "I feel
like if we run like we're capable of running
then we'll have an excellent chance of
winning," he said. "I'm optimistic that we
will run well, but it's impossible to predict
how the other teams might run."
Bates' stiffest competition for overall
winner will come from Jeff Pope of DAM
and Clint Daniels of Arkansas Tech.

":
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~~
TOWN & COUNTRY PLAZA • 268-2858 • HOURS 10-9 Mon.-Sat.
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Spectrum---------· Homecoming--------(continued from page 13)

well as past series, is the difference bet
ween the National and American League
strike zones. Both sides seem to have a
different interpretation of the same rule.
The National seems to call a lower and
wider area while the American will not be
so giving "on the corners" and will call a
little higher strike zone.
It almost seems hard to believe that the
two leagues use the same rule book
sometimes, but they do.
According to the 1985 Rules of Baseball,
the strike zone "is that space over home
plate between the batter's armpits and the
top of his knees when he assumes his
natural stance." However, it has become
the practice of many umps not to call the
strike above the waist, limiting the zone

Welcome
Alumni!

for pitchers.
Another thing that has become a difference is the interpretation of a balk. Tbe
American League allows a quick move to
first base while the National League does
not. When a mixed crew is used, these tWo
can create quite a problem.
There are two things that I would
propose to correct a problem like this in
the future. One, the merit system must be
installed for umpire selections. There is no
excuse not to have the beSt umpires for
games of that magnitude. Regardless of
whether or not be bas been In ·the majors
for a certain amount of years, if be (or
possibly soon to be she) is the best that
baseball has to offer, they should go.
Second, the distinction between the
American and National League umpires
must be dissolved. When an umpire makes
his way to the major leagues, he·should be
a major league umpire, not a particular
league umpire. This would also give the
managers and the players a chance to get
use to all types of Ull)piring styles and
hopefully bring about more ~ormity
about the way things are done by the men
in blue.
Maybe it would have been better to let
them go on strike again this year.

(continued from page 1)

ministration Auditorium, will feature the
band Slater, Wells and Company, which
includes Harding alumni David Slater,
Kent Wells and Marsha Wells. Cost will be
$2 per person.
The band is currently working in Nashville, having performed as the opening act
for Lee Greenwood, Exile, Steve Warner
and Lynn Anderson. Also, a song written
by Slater, "Exchange of Hearts," is going
to be recorded soon by country pop star
Greenwood and another song he cowrote is
being looked at by the Nitty Gritty Dirt
Band.
Slater said they are excited about
performing at Harding. "Nashville is ari
exciting place," he said. "But I tell you I
miss Searcy more than any place in the
world."
The annual Black and Gold Banquet will
begin at 6:00 tonight in _the American
Heritage Cafeteria. Slater will provide
entertainment and outstanding alumni
awards will be presented.
Saturday activities will include the
complimentary continental alumni breakfast, the Bison Stampede (consisting of a
lOK run, two mile fun run and 20K bike
race) and Alumni Chapel.

Social club reunions will follow from 1~
11:30 a.m. Receptions will be held by Ka
Re Ta, Shantih, Kirei Na Ai, Phi Delta,
Kappa Delta Kappa, Chi Lambda Chi,
Sigma Phi Mu, Regina, Gata, OEGE, and
Ko Jo Kai women's clubs. Tri-Kappa
women's club and Kaooa Sigma men's
club will serve brunch and Chi Sigma
Alpha, TNT, Sub-T 16 and Titans men's
clubs will hold reunions.
The Belles and Beaux musical group will
perform from 11:30 a.m.-12:15 p.m. in the
Benson Auditorium.
The Harding Bisons will play the
University of Arkansas at Monticello Boll
Weevils in an Arkansas Intercollegiate
Conference football game at 2:45 p.m. at
Alumni Field.
Searcy Steel soccer team 'Will play
Arkansas College at 3 p.m. on the soccer
field behind the New Gym.
A reception for Morrilton Alumni will
begin at 3 p.m. in the Olen Hendrix
reception area. Class reunions scheduled
to meet include 1935, 50th anniversary
class; 1940, 1945, 1950, 1955, 1960, the 25th
anniversary class; 1965, 1970, 1975, and
1980.

Special reunions scheduled are A
Cappella Chorus, Chorale, football former
players and cheerleaders, School of
Nursing lOth Anniversary Celebration,
Student Association, and Alpha
Psi
Omega and Campus Players.

1516 E. Race
(4 blocks from Harding)

Homecoming
Corsages

$7.50 to $12.50

FREE "DELIVERY

lE1

FLIPPIN - KIIHNL - BAILEY

Effective Monday -

October 21

Sun. to Th~rs. - 8:00 p.m. t_
o 10:30 p.m.
. Fri. to Sat. - 8:00 .p.m. to 12:30 a.m~
· ALSO -

Delivering Yarnell,.s Ice Cream

EYE CARE CENTER, P.C.
HOWARD F. FLIPPIN, O.D.
GENERAL OPTOMETRY
MICHAEL KIIHNL, 0. D.
GENERAL AND PEDIATRIC OPTOMETRY
FINIS C. BAILEY, JR., O.D.
GENERAL OPTOMETRY AND
CONTACT LENSES

1407 EAST RACE AVE.
SEARCY, AR 72143
501/268-3577

Pint Size Vanilla - Chocolate - S~r~wberry - Butter Pecan

Phone 268-9888

IV
TEST PREJWUmON SP£CWJSTSSN:E-

Call Days, Eves & Weekends

Enjoy our Pizza without takln.g the time to go get it!

Collect: 224-1060
10201 W. Markham
Suite 210
Little Rock, AR 72205
. . I_ _ _ _

Plrmin:ini Ce'"nttrs

1n More Than 125 Major• u.S.

lllmlllll. Y. STAll CAU 11IU. FIIEE

Cities & Abroad

•m-1"111
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THE BISON, Searcy, Ark. 72143, Nov. 1, 1985
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AFFOlDABLE PRICes

We'd like Harding students to stop by for a great style and
enloy these savings:
$1.00 OFF ALL HAIR CUTS
$1.50 OFF ANY CUT & STYLE
(For students wi.th H. U. ID)
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT • WALK-INS ALSO WELCOME

HAIR DESIGNS BY D & M, INC.
916 E. Race
268-1440

2 Blocks From
Harding Campus
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Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste af your life - Coca·Cola.
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Bollled under the Authonty of the COCA COLA .anliNG CO. OF ARKANSAS , Searcy, Ark .

Colonial !J(ouSe !Restau'lant, 9nc.
2205 EAST RACE AVENUE

PHONE 268-1828

Searcy

Hey students, have you had your vegetables today?
Try our daily special! Dinner like mom used to serve.
Choose from 3 meats, 6 home-cooked vegetables & 2 salads,
plus hort:"~emade ice-cream, all for only $5.95
Saturday & Sunday Breakfast Buffet $3.95
SPECIAL SUNDAY BUFFET

DAILY SPECIALS

Turkey & Dressing
Roast Beef
Fried Chicken
Fresh Corn
Mashed Potatoes
Broccoli & Cheese Sauce
Salad Bar
Dessert (including our
Homemade Ice Cream!)
$5.95

Breakfast anytime
Noon Buffet $4.95
Thursday Night Mexican Buffet $5.95
Fri. & Sat. Night Seafood Buffet $7.95
(Music by Tammy & Terry)
Dessert Bar - Our Own Coconut Cake
Cream Pies & Hot Fudge Coke

Bring this ad and receive Free
tea or coffee with your meal.

NOW HEAR THIS:
Sing for your supper!
Entertain our dinner guests from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. with guitar,
piano, or your own sweet voice and receive your meal free!
Call 268-1828
Banquet Facilities Available. 10% Discounts to Harding Student Banquets.

